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ADELAIDE THEATRE OF VARIETIES, Adelaide Street, West Strand
1850 Opened as a Gallery & Exhibition Rooms
1853 Converted into a theatre.
1862 Closed and became a restaurant.
The Adelaide Gallery and Exhibition Rooms opened in 1850, and three years later part of the building was
converted into a small theatre, called the Adelaide Theatre of Varieties. The theatre, however, did not catch on,
and by 1855 it was being advertised as the Adelaide Marionette Theatre and being used for puppet shows.
The property was sold in 1862 to Agostino Gatti and Giacomo Monico. Agostino and his brother Carlo were
later to become important names in the history of theatre (and more details can be found under Gatti’s Palace of
Varieties and the Adelphi) but at this time they were restaurateurs. They were pioneers of the ice-cream barrow
in London. The brightly painted panels on their barrows read “Gelati—ecco un poco” and gave rise to the
popular slang name “hokey-pokey” for ice-cream.
They planned to re-open the Adelaide Theatre as a restaurant providing entertainment but they failed to obtain a
performance licence. They converted it into a restaurant and handed the management over to their nephews,
Agostino and Stefano Gatti.
The Adelaide Restaurant became the favourite eating place for authors and actors during the 1880s. It was the
first restaurant in London to provide live music whilst people were dining—but this caused such a fuss from the
Puritans that the music had to be abandoned.
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ADELPHI, Strand
Opened as the Sans Pareil
Renamed Adelphi
Rebuilt as Theatre Royal, New Adelphi
Enlarged & reconstructed as Century Theatre
Name reverted to Royal Adelphi Theatre
Closed for rebuilding.
Re-opened as Royal Adelphi
Now called simply Adelphi Theatre

Built by John Scott, the inventor of the “True Blue” laundry aid.
His daughter, Jane, wanted to go on the stage, so he bought the old
dairy creamery next to his laundry business and built her a theatre,
called the Sans Pareil.
It opened with “Miss Scott’s
Entertainment” - Jane Scott singing, reciting, doing impressions
and managing the theatre.
The building, which cost an astonishing £10,000, incorporated
new design ideas made possible by the development of structural
The Sans-Pareil (Adelphi ), 1818
iron—and by using iron in the balconies and supports the number of
seats was vastly increased. It proved to be very popular, and after making a lot of money from his venture, Scott
sold the theatre in 1819 for the sum of £25,000. The new owners changed its name to the Adelphi and featured
melodrama and staged versions of Walter Scott novels.
From 1827 the theatre was managed by Charles
Matthews, and by 1844 Madame Celeste was manager and introduced the “Adelphi Dramas” - which became very
successful. In the summer of 1858 the old venue was pulled down and replaced with a new theatre which opened
on Boxing Day the same year. The new building featured plays like “The Colleen Bawn” and “The Octoroon”.
Towards the end of the century the theatre was run by the Gatti Brothers. In 1897 their leading man—William
“Breezy Bill” Terriss—was murdered at the stage door by a rival actor. It is said that his ghost haunts the site. In
1901 the theatre was again rebuilt and opened with a variety season, but soon reverted to real drama, including
appearances by Sarah Bernhardt. In 1910 George Edwardes inaugurated a series of musical plays with Gertie
Millar, starting with “The Quaker Girl”.

Theatre Museum
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The 1930s saw a rebuilding in the new Art Deco style; the 1940s saw a two year run of Ivor Novello’s “Dancing
Years”. During the run of this show Ivor Novello was jailed for eight weeks for illegally obtaining petrol for his
Rolls Royce by claiming the car was being used for essential war work. When he returned from his jail sentence
he was given a rapturous ovation by the audience.

Theatre Museum

Theatre Museum

After the war the Adelphi continued with musical successes notably including “Bless the Bride”(1947), a
landmark production of Lionel Bart’s “Blitz” (1962) and long-running shows like “Charlie Girl” (1965), “Me and
My Girl” (1985), “Sunset Boulevard” (1993) and “Chicago” (1998). At one time under the management of Jack
Hylton, it is now run by Really Useful Theatres.

The Adelphi , 1858

The Adelphi - the 1901 frontage
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ALBERT PALACE, Battersea Park
1884 Opened
1888 Closed
1893 Demolished
The original building was created from the shell of the 1872
Dublin Exhibition. It was imported by Baron Grant (who had
already cleared out Leicester Square and filled it with
geraniums and a statue of Shakespeare as a source of pleasure
and education and to “raise the masses”.)

Wandsworth Public Libraries

Albert Grant was a colourful character, one time owner of The
Echo newspaper, and a man who regularly made and lost
fortunes. He was given the title of Baron in 1868 by King
Victor Emmanuel of Italy. In 1877 it was reported that there
were 89 civil actions outstanding against him, but this did not
deter him from his desire to create a London riverside version
of the Paris boulevards and to create the magnificent gardens
and concert halls of the Albert Palace.
The Albert Palace, 1885

The entertainments were given in a number of places in the ten
acre site—the Connaught Hall, the Nave, and the Outdoor Theatre. Sadly his project lasted just four years,
and in 1893 the grounds were auctioned for property development. The main hall contained a magnificent
organ which was later sold to the Fathers of a Dominican Church.

ALBERT THEATRE & SALOON, Hoxton
1843 Opened as an extension to the Public House
1852 Closed for repairs, but never reopened
1857 The pub itself closed.
The Albert Saloon in Shepherdess Walk, Hoxton joined in the music hall rush in a novel way. The
neighbouring Grecian Theatre had recently been enlarged and was attracting great crowds. The Albert’s
landlord, Henry Brading, wanted some of this business so he went one better than his rival. Whereas most
saloons were content to build an adjoining hall for performances, the Albert had two stages built at right angles.
The proscenium of one opened into the gardens, whilst the other one opened into the saloon. Thus
performances could be given in fine or wet weather, in the daylight hours and in the dark.
The problem was that Henry Brading had done it all on the cheap. His garden theatre was a flimsy structure
and it was possible to stand outside the walls and clearly hear the curses of the villain. Nevertheless it did
attract a number of well known performers during its short life. It was sometimes referred to as the Albert
Saloon, and sometimes as the Albert Theatre.
During the summer months the grounds of the Albert were more in request than the Saloon itself. There were
regular balloon ascents by Mr Green , the well known aeronaut and others. In 1852 the ramshackle building
was closed on safety grounds. It was said to be a temporary closure pending reconstruction. However, it was
never rebuilt and the pub itself seems to have closed in 1857. The Saloon was later used as the headquarters of
the Tower Hamlets Volunteers, and eventually demolished.
John Hollingshead, the journalist and theatrical manager referred to the Albert Saloon in his memoirs, “My
Lifetime” (1904). He talked about playing games in the gardens, and:
“In the intervals of cricket we (the boys of the period) had bored holes at the stage end of the structure
with our stumps and through these holes we could sniff the scent of the footlights—the indescribable
bouquet of stage gas, orange peel, damp playbills and mouldy scenery which suggests a playhouse and
nothing else. More than this we could hear the words of the play, the clash of swords, and the shrieks of
heroines in distress.”
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ALBION THEATRE, Windmill Street
1832 Opened
1835 Renamed the New Queen’s Theatre
1836 Closed and demolished
The Piccadilly tennis courts of 1740 were converted into a circus in 1820 and then in 1832 the circus was redeveloped as
The Albion Theatre —sometimes called the Royal Albion. It was chiefly a house for melodrama, though Sally Booth, the
great tragedienne made her debut here as Juliana in “The Honeymoon”. The theatre lasted just four years. The site was
then rebuilt as a gallery and afterwards occupied by the notorious Argyll Rooms . Some 45 years later the Trocadero
Music Hall was built on the same site. (See under Trocadero).

ALDWYCH, Strand
Opened
Reconstructed
Further reconstruction

The Aldwych Theatre opened as a joint venture between
Seymour Hicks and the American impresario, Charles
Frohman. It was a matching building to the Strand
Theatre—twins at either end of the new hotel complex in
the newly built Aldwych. The opening production was
Hick’s “Bluebells in Fairyland” - starring Hicks and his
wife, Ellaline Terriss.
The very first English production of a Chekhov play “The Cherry Orchard” was staged at the Aldwych. During
the First World War the theatre was used as a club for
Australian soldiers. In the mid-1920s Tom Walls and Ralph Lynn started the celebrated series of “Aldwych farces” many written by Ben Travers. The Second World War saw successful productions of “Watch on the Rhine” and
Gertrude Lawrence in “September Tide”. In 1949 Vivien Leigh achieved outstanding success in “A Streetcar Named
Desire”.
From 1960-1982 the Aldwych became the London home of the Royal Shakespeare Company. Its great successes
included the Shakespeare repertoire—especially the “War of the Roses” trilogy - and new works like Anouilh’s
“Beckett” and Pinter’s “The Homecoming”, and an astonishing nine-hour long version of “Nicholas Nickleby”. The RSC
moved to the Barbican in 1982, after which the Aldwych lost much of its glory. Its fortunes revived with Andrew Lloyd
Webber’s musical “Whistle Down the Wind” from 1998.

ALEXANDRA THEATRE, Camden Town
1874 Opened as the Alexandra Theatre
1879 Renamed the Park Theatre (sometimes called the Regent Park Theatre)
1881 Burnt down
Opened on May 31st 1874 with a double-bill of the operetta “Marguerite” by Thorpe
Pede and a play called “Friendship, or Golding’s Debt”. The theatre cost £20,000 to
build. The original manager was the composer himself, Thomas Thorpe Pede, and
his first year of management produced a remarkable burst of his own creative
activity. He composed the operas “Marguerite”, “A Lesson in Love”, “The Magic
Pearl” “Moonstruck” and “In the Clouds” all in the same year. Some of these were
one-acts, but it was nevertheless a considerable achievement.
Unfortunately for the composer, the taste of local audiences veered towards blood
and thunder melodramas. Thorpe Pede was forced to give up. In 1877 a Madame St
Claire took over the management so she could herself appear in the role of Romeo
with her daughter as Juliet. She was unsuccessful. In 1879 the theatre was renamed
the Park Theatre and the celebrated Odell appeared with Stella Brereton in “Jane
Eyre”. By 1880 the theatre was still being used for performances of operas in
English. In September 1881 it burnt down after a performance of Bellini’s “La Sonnambula” by the National Grand
Opera Company. It was never rebuilt.

Arthur Lloyd

Kirsty McLaren
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1960
1971
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ALEXANDRA THEATRE, Islington
1740
1861
1865
1871

Concert hall created from old Barn
Converted into Alexandra Theatre
Enlarged as the Royal Alexandra
Closed and demolished when the Gardens
were closed.

In 1740 the grounds of the Manor of Highbury were
developed as pleasure gardens. The old barn was
converted into a Great Room where monthly
assemblies were held. This hall, with seating for up
to 3,000 people, acquired a special reputation for
The Highbury Barn Gardens from a print of 1851
great bean-feasts. A small cake-and-ale house was
built alongside the hall, and this attracted the writer Goldsmith, among others.
In 1856 a dancing licence was obtained, and in 1861 it was converted into the Alexandra Theatre by Edward
Giovanelli—a former clown. He staged burlesques and farces and offered variety acts like Blondin, the famous tightrope
walker, Natator, the Man-Frog, and the famous Siamese Twins. His theatre was so popular that he soon spent a lot of
money enlarging it and renaming it the Royal Alexandra.
In 1870 he was refused a licence because of repeated complaints about noise and late night rioting. In 1871 E.T. Smith
(formerly of Astley’s) took over management and engaged Leotard and other celebrities from the Alhambra in an attempt
to save the venue. However, he lasted just six months. By now the Alexandra had a reputation for being the haunt of
prostitutes and “a low type of men expensively got up in women’s clothes”. The theatre closed. Shortly afterwards the
Gardens themselves were closed down.

ALEXANDRA PALACE THEATRE, Muswell Hill
1875
1922
2000
2004
2005

Opened to replace a burnt down former theatre
Reconstructed and renovated
Disused
Plans to begin restoration
Restoration halted when funds ran out.

The Crystal Palace from the Great Exhibition of 1851 had been
moved from its original site and rebuilt in South London—and it was
an enormous success. The Great Exhibition of 1862 offered a
similar opportunity, so the Alexandra Palace was similarly moved
from its original site—this time to North London, to Muswell Hill.
The Alexandra Palace re-construction included a theatre. After just sixteen days in its new venue the whole complex
burned to the ground. The first two weeks had attracted such crowds that the architects, Meeson and Johnson, started
afresh with rebuilding.
The theatre was very large - though it occupied only a small part of the overall seven acre site - but it seems to have
failed from the very beginning. During the First World War much of the site was used as a barracks and as a prisoner of
war camp. In 1922 a major revitalisation was attempted, with many improvements carried out to the theatre. This, too,
failed.
In 1936 part of the site was taken over by the BBC as television studios and the world’s first television
transmitter was erected. The theatre was occasionally used for televisions broadcasts, though most of the work was done
in specially created studios. In 1955 some early colour television experiments were carried out on the stage, but by 1956
most television work moved to the Shepherd’s Bush studios. The theatre was used as a scenery store for BBC TV.
In 1980 a major fire devastated much of the Alexandra Palace, though the theatre itself escaped damage. It has rarely
been used for theatre purposes in the past forty years. At the start of the 21st Century there was renewed interest in the
building, and the theatre’s fortunes began to turn as a charitable trust was formed (the Alexandra Palace Trust) and with
the support of English Heritage started to restore the building. However, the original budget of half a million pounds
proved to be inadequate when it was discovered that essential safety work would far exceed the original estimates.
Restoration work was halted in February 2005 , and the future remains uncertain. The venue contains the most important
remains of a gas stage lighting installation in the UK, as well as the most important wooden grid and stage galleries.
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ALEXANDRA THEATRE,
Stoke Newington
1897
1906
1909
1917
1920
1939
1946
1950

Opened as the New Alexandra
Renamed the Palace Theatre of Varieties
Reverted to old name - Alexandra Theatre.
Became a cinema
Reverted to theatre use with occasional films
Closed and used for non-theatre purposes.
Reopened as a theatre
Closed and demolished.

Designed by Frank Matcham, this was his fourth theatre to open in the
same month: The Palace Hull (Dec 6th), Theatre Royal, Dublin (Dec
13th), Metropolitan, Edgware Road (Dec 22nd) and this one on December
27th.. Its original seating capacity was 1,710, with a further 200 standing
places. Originally a touring theatre for plays, it was host to performers
like Henry Irving, Ellen Terry and Lily Langtry. It also featured the
occasional variety show and a regular pantomime. Called the Palace
Theatre of Varieties from 1906 to 1909, it was run by the Alexandra
Theatre Stock Co. from 1910 until 1912, when it housed variety and
cinema shows. It became a cinema in 1917 but reverted to being a theatre
in 1920, when it provided films, circus, and pantomime alongside regular
plays.
During the early 1930s it was regularly visited by the Florrie Forde
company, with Bud Flanagan and Chesney Allen as supporting acts. The major variety stars of this period George Formby, Max Miller and Old Mother Riley - all performed here. It closed in 1935, reopened in 1939, and
from 1947 was the home of the New Yiddish Theatre Company (q.v.) .

GLC Photograph Library

It had great success with a series of plays
in Yiddish, attracting
international
performers. They were drawn to one of
the few remaining Yiddish language
theatres in Europe which could still play
to full houses week after week. However
this ended in 1950 when the theatre closed
and was demolished, and replaced with
housing named “Alexandra Court”.
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ALHAMBRA THEATRE, Leicester Square

Opened as Royal Panopticon of Science & Art
Closed
Re-opened with a circus ring
Re-named the Alhambra Palace Music Hall
Altered and refitted as Alhambra Theatre
Burnt down
Rebuilt as Alhambra Theatre Royal
Reconstructed
New entrance and some rebuilding
Taken over by ABC Cinemas, mainly used for films
Taken over by Stoll. Returned to variety use
Closed and demolished
Odeon , Leicester Square built on the site

Opened in 1854 as an exhibition centre called the Royal
Panopticon of Science and Art, the building cost £100,000
and could hold upwards of 5,000 people. It lasted just two
years, and it took a further two years before the legal
arguments were settled and the site could re-open as the
Great United States Circus.The Circus closed in 1858, when
E.T. Smith took over the premises as an entertainments centre.

Mander & Mitchenson Collection
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The Panopticon, 1854.

In 1860 major alterations were made and a stage built in order for it to be used as a music hall. From then on this
was one of London’s most celebrated music halls with seating for 3,500 people. In 1861 it saw the first appearance
of the acrobat Leotard. Later it was the first theatre in England to feature the can-can (which caused a temporary
loss of its licence).
On 7 December 1882 the building was burnt to the ground. Just under a year later -on 3 December 1883- the new
Alhambra Theatre Royal opened its doors. This new venue aimed to be a little more “respectable” than its
predecessor. Over the next years it underwent a series of redecorations and reconstructions, and it became known
for the quality and beauty of its dancing girls as well as the excellence of its productions. From 1911 it staged
revues, and in 1916 George Robey and Violet Loraine starred in the hugely successful “The Bing Boys Are Here”.
Later it was used by Diaghilev’s ballet company and in 1934 it even staged Shakespeare.
In its heyday, a typical Variety bill would start just before 8pm, and the programme would last over three hours. It
would contain two spectacular ballets (for which the Alhambra was famous) each lasting around half an hour, plus a
twenty minute “bioscope” show and eight or nine variety acts,
varying from performing monkeys to trapeze artistes.
In 1929 the Alhambra was bought by ABC Cinemas and became
the leading “talking picture” cinema in London. For around two
years it was used exclusively as a cinema with no live shows. In
1931 it came under the control of Oswald Stoll and reverted to
variety. But variety was no longer a draw.

Mander & Mitchenson Collection

In 1933 it was announced the Alhambra would close in August
after a season of ballet. It would be replaced by a “Palace of
Amusement”.
However, these plans fell through, and the
Alhambra opened again. Within a few months the public were
informed the Alhambra would be replaced by an “amusement
palace” called the New Century. These plans, too, came to
nothing.
However, in September 1936 the theatre was sold to Oscar Deutsch
of the Odeon Cinema group. The Alhambra finally closed.
Ironically the last use of the stage was for the live theatre sequence
in a film called “Men Are Not Gods”.
In November 1936 the
Alhambra was demolished.
Interior of the First Alhambra, 1858

Mander & Mitchenson Collection
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The three faces of the Alhambra: The exterior in 1860, then rebuilt in 1883 and finally replaced with the Odeon in 1937

The site, together with some adjoining buildings formerly used as Turkish baths, became an Odeon Cinema,
the flagship of the company. The Odeon, Leicester Square, opened on November 2nd, 1927 with 2,116 seats.
It cost £232,755. It has some limited stage facilities and occasionally presents variety acts and live shows as
preludes and interludes in its film programmes. The Odeon still has its cinema organ which is played at many
performances by the sole remaining resident cinema organist in the UK.

A Night at the
Alhambra

Mander & Mitchenson Collection

In its great variety days a
typical evening at the
Alhambra could offer
everything
from
performing monkeys to
spectacular ballet. The
performance started at
7.55 and ended around
11.30pm.. A bill from
Monday 1st September,
1902 offered:
Acrobats
Singer
A 25 minute ballet
Comedian
10 minute orchestra
(Intervals?)
Performing monkeys
Film show of the
Coronation
A billiard act (?)
A bell-ringer
Spanish dancer
A 45 minute Ballet
A banjo act
A trapeze act
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ALMEIDA, Islington
1837
1984
2000
2003

Opened as reading rooms and a lecture hall
First public performance in a converted warehouse
Underwent major refurbishment
Reopened

Thereafter the building underwent many transformations
having been, over the years, a Victorian Music Hall, a
Salvation Army Citadel, when the balcony was most likely
added, and a factory for carnival novelties.

In the 1960s it fell into near dereliction and was only rediscovered in
1972 when Pierre Audi and his associates, realising the potential for an
extraordinary performance venue, renovated the building and opened
the Almeida Theatre. The conversion was carried out between 1981
and 1986, with the company moving in to give its first public
performance in 1984.
For the rest of the ‘80s under Pierre Audi, the Almeida's first Artistic
Director, the venue gained in reputation, particularly for its renowned
International Festival of Contemporary Music staged every summer
(now Almeida Opera). The theatre also played host to a number of
touring theatre companies from the UK and abroad
From 1990, under the Artistic Directorship of Jonathan Kent and Ian
McDiarmid, the Almeida became known as the most dynamic theatre in
London. Its productions transferred to Broadway (“Hamlet”) and to
Moscow (“Ivanov”), and plays like “Phedre” were much acclaimed.
In 2001, while major refurbishment work took place, the Almeida
Theatre Company launched a year of international theatre and created
two new performance spaces in a former bus garage in Kings Cross. In
2002, Michael Attenborough took over as Artistic Director. The
Company returned home to the refurbished Almeida Theatre in
Islington in 2003, since which time it has gone from strength to
strength, continuing to win awards and transfer productions to the West
End.

AMERICAN EMBASSY THEATRE
Situated inside the Embassy is a small but fully-equipped theatre, seating around 170 people. Up to the end of
the 1960s there were a number of “public” performances - though by invitation only - and occasional
performances were given as part of regular festivals of American Art and Humanities. Newspaper critics were
frequently invited to review these events. However, increased security needs from the early 1970s onwards led
to the ending of such arts festivals.
The auditorium is now used exclusively for internal Embassy purposes.

Keith Collie

The present building dates from 1837 and began life as
reading rooms and a lecture hall for Islington’s newly
formed Scientific and Literary Institution. It achieved
early fame when it became the first London venue to offer
a public display of Egyptian mummies.
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AMBASSADORS’ THEATRE,
West Street
Opened
Renovated. Renamed New Ambassadors
Reverted to old name

Designed by W.G. Sprague as one of a pair with the St
Martin’s Theatre, it is a small, intimate theatre. It is notable for
having been built without a box office! Something which was
quickly remedied. Its first successes came during the First
World War with revues featuring Alice Delysia. In 1921 Ivor
Novello made his London debut here, as did Vivien Leigh in
“The Mask of Virtue” in 1935. During the Second World War
the Ambassadors staged daytime performances by Ballet
Rambert. Towards the end of the War the theatre staged the
first of a series of revues—”Sweet and Low” (1943). This was so popular that it was succeeded by “Sweeter and
Lower” (1944) and “Sweetest and Lowest” (1946).
Agatha Christie’s thriller “The Mousetrap” opened on 25 November 1952 and ran for over 22 years until it
transferred across the road to the St Martin’s on 25th March 1974. Subsequent productions included the Royal
Shakespeare Company’s “Les Liaisons Dangereuses” (1987). From 1996 to 1999 the theatre was leased by the
Royal Court company whilst the Royal Court Theatre in Sloane Square was being renovated. During this time the
Ambassadors staged such controversial plays as “Shopping and F**king” by Mark Ravenhill. When the Royal
Court Theatre was ready, the company returned to its proper home. The Ambassadors was renovated and
reopened as the New Ambassadors Theatre. It reverted to its former name when it was bought by Sir Stephen
Waley Cohen in 2007.

APOLLO THEATRE

Doug McKenzie, Courtesy Stoll Theatres

Shaftesbury Avenue
1901 Opened
1932 Some reconstruction
1991 Renovations and minor rebuilding
The Apollo opened with “The Belle of Bohemia” - a flop—
and then housed some play revivals.
It was Edna May in the musical “Kitty Gray” which finally did
the trick and launched the theatre on a career which seemed to
mark it out as a “lucky” theatre.
The “Pelissier Follies” from 1908 onwards ran several editions
of more than 500 performances. During the First World War
the theatre changed from musicals to plays. In the 1930s it
achieved great success with a series of plays written by Walter
Hackett and starring his actress wife, Marion Lorne. Just prior to the outbreak of the Second World War John
Steinbeck’s “Of Mice and Men” with John Mills and Niall MacGinnis was much acclaimed.
The Second World War years saw “Gaslight”, “Flare Path” and “Private Lives”. In 1948 “The Happiest Days of
your Life” ran for 605 performances, then “Seagulls over Sorrento” (1950) ran for 1551. This was topped by
“Boeing-Boeing” (1962) which achieved a run of 2,035 shows.
John Gielgud appeared in “Forty Years On” and “Home” at the end of the 60s; the 1970s saw a series of highly
successful farces; the 1980s and 1990s saw Maggie Smith in “Lettice and Lovage” and Peter O’Toole in “Jeffrey
Bernard is Unwell”. Ben Elton’s “Popcorn” had a two-year run at the end of the century and the new Millennium
saw Jason Priestley in “Side Man” followed by a revival of Noel Coward’s “Fallen Angels”.

Ambassadors

1913
1999
2007
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APOLLO VICTORIA
1930
1958
1984

Opened as the New Victoria Cine-Variety
Renovated. Used for stage shows
Reconstructed for “Starlight Express”, Renamed
Apollo, Victoria

Throughout the 1930s live stage acts and big orchestras performed
alongside film shows. When cinema audiences declined in the
1950s the stage area was enlarged, and the venue was used for
large-scale stage shows including ballet.
In 1980 the New Victoria was taken over by the Apollo Group.
Initially it was used for star-name concerts then in 1981 it staged a
successful revival of “The Sound of Music”. Andrew Lloyd
Webber’s “Starlight Express” opened in 1984 and this production
required considerable alteration to the auditorium, installing rollerskating tracks throughout. “Starlight” finally closed in 2002, and the
theatre underwent major restoration and renovation before its next
show, “Bollywood Dreams”. The theatre underwent further redecoration in 2006 when it staged the musical
“Wicked”

ARGYLL ROOMS THEATRE,
Regent Street
1806 Opened
1819 Closed and replaced with a new building.
1828 Destroyed by fire.

Thomas Shepherd’s view of the Argyll Rooms in 1828

The Argyll Rooms opened as a private
subscription theatre and fashionable music
rooms under the aristocratic patronage of Henry
Francis Greville, the dilettante son of Fulke
Greville and cousin of the 1st Earl of Warwick.
Greville and his friends were immortalised in
verse by Lord Byron:

Behold the new Petronius of the day,
Our arbiter of pleasure and of play!
There the hired eunuch, the Hesperian choir
The melting lute, the soft lascivious lyre,
The song from Italy, the step from France,
The midnight orgy and the mazy dance,
The smile of beauty and the flush of wine,
For fops, fools, gamesters, knaves and lords combine.
In 1808 Greville created an amateur theatrical society made up of his aristocratic friends, sometimes engaging
professional performers for specific roles. The amateur company was known as “Greville’s Pic-Nic Society”. Plays
were performed in French and were given every Friday, starting at 9pm—after dinner—and ending around midnight,
after which the company adjourned to the adjoining public ballroom to end the evening with dancing. It was opened
during the “season” - March to September, and survived some four years. In 1812 Greville, now an “elegant ruin”,
raddled with excess, handed over the management to Stephen Slade. In 1813 a ball was held here by four leading
dandies of the day : Brummel, Alvanley, Pierrepoint and Mildmay to celebrate their gambling successes. The Prince
Regent was invited although he was not on speaking terms with either Mildmay or Brummell. He ignored them both,
but spoke to Alvanley, provoking the comment from Brummel, “Alvanley, who’s your fat friend?”
In 1813 Slade introduced the Philharmonic Society Concerts and at last the place gained some respectability. In 1819
it was pulled down to make room for the new Regent Street. The replacement building, designed by John Nash
opened in 1820 and continued to be used for balls, masquerades and plays as well as concerts by performers like Liszt,
Weber and Mendelssohn. A fire in 1830 destroyed the building. It was replaced with shops, and in 1919 the shops
were replaced with the Dickins and Jones store.
(Not to be confused with the notorious Argyll Rooms at what would later be the Trocadero site).
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ARTS DEPOT, Barnet
2005 Opened
An arts and cultural centre incorporated into a housing and shopping
area, the site includes a block of flats and a branch of Marks &
Spencer. It opened in September 2005 and contains two performing
spaces. The larger space is called the Pentland Theatre - named
after the main business sponsors, the Pentland Group and is a
proscenium theatre with an adaptable auditorium allowing the
speedy removal of stalls seating for a standing audience.

ARTS THEATRE, Newport Street
1927
1934
1951
1962
1967
1976
1978
1982
1999
2000
2005
2006
2007

Opened
Altered and redecorated
Badly damaged by fire and rebuilt
Renovated and renamed New Arts.
Renamed the Unicorn at the Arts
Reverted to name Arts Theatre
Unicorn negotiated a 20 year lease
Major renovation
Unicorn moved out
Refurbished and reopened
Threatened with demolition. Future uncertain
New business plan confirmed
Some renovation

Originally established as a 337 seat “private” club theatre for unlicensed
and experimental plays, it opened on 20 April 1927 with a revue called
“Picnic”. It was designed by P.Morley Horder and cost £18,500. One of
its earliest successes was “Young Woodley”, banned by the Lord Chamberlain, but allowed a production at the
Arts since Club Theatres were not subject to the general censorship rules.
In 1942 Alec Clunes became manager and introduced a ranger of new writers: Christopher Fry, Jean Anouilh,
Samuel Beckett, Harold Pinter and Edward Albee. Notable premieres included “Waiting for Godot” (1955)
and “The Caretaker “ (1960). After some renovation in 1962, the Royal Shakespeare Company ran an
experimental season. In 1967 it was taken over Caryl Jenner as a theatre for children and renamed the Unicorn
at the Arts.
By 1976 it was back in use for adult theatre, with visiting companies
staging such shows as Stoppard’s “Dirty Linen” and John Godber’s
“Teechers” (1976). Unicorn continued to present daytime shows for
children, finally moving out in 1999. (See entry under Unicorn
Theatre)
The premises underwent some renovation in 2000, however, by July
2005 it was clear that a major and expensive rebuilding programme
was necessary. Questions were raised about funding this renovation,
and possible demolition was mooted. In August 2005 the future of
the Arts Theatre was uncertain. However, a new business plan agreed
in 2006 staved off demolition plans.
The renovated theatre aimed at a more obviously commercial audience
and in 2009 was presenting the 60s musical “Shout” whilst its most
famous experiment - “Waiting for Godot” - was at the same time
being revived in the Haymarket!
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ASHCROFT THEATRE, Croydon
1962 Opened as part of the Fairfield Halls complex
The Fairfield Halls complex of concert halls included a 700 seat theatre
named after Dame Peggy Ashcroft (1927-1991). Under its original manager,
Tom Pyper, the theatre was a touring venue and rep theatre with the Terence
Fitzgerald Rep Company.
Forty years on most of the middle-range touring shows have disappeared.
Too small to accommodate the major tours, the Ashcroft, like many similar
theatres, is having difficulty finding product. (See also “Fairfield Halls”)

1770
1775
1780
1794
1795
1803
1803
1814
1830
1841
1842
1863
1864
1871
1893
1895

Opened as riding school with “displays”
Partially roofed . Used for equestrian shows
Rebuilt with a gallery and boxes
Burnt down
Rebuilt
Burnt down.
Rebuilt as Royal Amphitheatre of Arts
Named “Davis’s” after Astley’s death
Burnt down. Rebuilt under old name, Astley’s.
Burnt down
Rebuilt and renamed Batty’s Amphitheatre
Rebuilt as Theatre Royal, Westminster
Reverted to name of Astley’s
Became Sanger’s Grand National Amphitheatre
Closed as an unsafe building
Demolished

British Museum

ASTLEY’S AMPHITHEATRE,
Westminster Bridge Road

Astley’s , after the 1803 rebuilding

The venture was so successful that Philip Astley enlarged his
empire to include a total of 19 different equestrian venues,
including another Amphitheatre in Paris.
Following a major fire in 1794, the Astley Company moved
temporarily to the Lyceum Theatre, then back to their rebuilt
venue a few months later. A further fire eight years later once
more destroyed the premises.

Doug McKenzie

Originally established
in Westminster Bridge Road as a
forerunner of the modern circus by a former cavalry officer, Philip
Astley (1742-1814). For the first five years the building had no
roof cover, but was then used for the staging of equestrian dramas
and a whole series of acrobatic entertainments, many featuring
Astley himself as the chief performer together with his renowned
horse, Gibraltar.
In 1784 the authorities tried to close down his venue, but Astley
was asked to assist King George III with a restive horse, and for
this favour obtained a permanent licence. Astley’s was then fully
roofed, and rebuilt with a gallery, pit and boxes, and decorated to
look like a grove of trees.

Astley’s , the 1803 Exterior

Equestrian dramas remained popular under Astley’s successors—notably Andrew Ducrow—but eventually the
venue was taken over by Dion Boucicault, renamed the Theatre Royal, Westminster, and used for spectacular play
productions. In 1864 Adah Isaccs Menken starred in the highly successful “Mazeppa”. The theatre later reverted to
a circus under the control of “lord” George Sanger . It closed in 1895 and was demolished.
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“MAZEPPA ” –
The Hippodrama to end them all!

Historical Picture Service

“Mazeppa” began life as a poem
written by Lord Byron in 1819. It is
the story of a young Swedish army
officer caught in a scandalous affair.
As a punishment he is tied naked to
the back of a wild stallion that is
whipped into madness and released to
gallop off with him. The stallion runs
wildly until it is on the point of
dropping dead from exhaustion,
finally reaching the Ukraine, where
Mazeppa is found and rescued by
Cossacks.
Henry Milner produced a play
The original Astley’s Riding School and Arena `—Front View and Rear View—1770
version at the Coburg Theatre in
1823, and then re-wrote it especially for Astley’s in 1831. John Cartlich played the title role and became an
overnight star. He played the role over 1,500 times, and when he was demoted in old age to playing a villain in the
same piece, he wept.
In Ducrow’s production the wild ride of the stallion across the steppes of Russia created a sensation. Four grooms
brought on the restless horse and tied Mazeppa to its back. The horse then rushed offstage and reappeared running
up a slope behind the first range of painted hills. The horse then crossed right to left another twice, each time up a
higher slope, and finally a smaller horse with a dummy on its back completed the climb up more bridges at the
back of the stage. Later in the show there
was a terrific thunder and lightning storm as
the exhausted horse re-appeared with
“wolves” in pursuit and a vulture hovering
overhead.

Victoria and Albert

“Mazeppa” made a fortune for Ducrow. It
was regularly revived, it toured Europe and
America. In 1861 it was adapted for the
American actress Adah Isaacs Menken.
She played Mazeppa with the additional
erotic attraction of wearing nothing but
skin-coloured “fleshings”. It became her
most famous role and she toured America
and then came to London in 1864 for yet
another revival of “Mazeppa” at Astleys.
Detail of Astley’s Playbill, 5 August 1833

However, the attraction seemed to be more
Miss Menken’s legs than the horses.
Gradually the craze for “hippodrama” died
away. Scenery and lighting and stage
effects took over and the long history of
Astley’s and its like faded away.

British Library

Details on “Mazeppa” are taken from
“Consuming Passions”
by Judith Flanders (Published by Harper
Press, 2006)

Mazeppa—showing the “wolves” and the vulture—from “Punch”, 1853
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ASTORIA, Charing Cross Road
1927
1977
1990s
2009

Opened as a luxury cine-variety
Converted for theatre use
Used mainly as a concert and rock venue
Closed and demolished

Designed by Frank Verity and built on the site of a building used for the manufacture of
preserves, the new cinema was always nicknamed The Jam Factory. The Cooney-Marsh
Group took it over in 1977 and adapted it as a theatre. The opening production was the
musical “Elvis”.
It housed a number of stage productions in the 80s and 90s, but gradually evolved into a rock concert and disco-club
venue, best known as the G-A-Y nightclub. In 2009 it was closed and demolished as part of the redevelopment of
the Tottenham Court Road Underground Station in preparation for the new “Crossrail” proposals.

ATHENAEUM HALL, Tottenham Court Road
1887
1890
1893
1906

Playbills exist for 1887 to 1889.
Programme exists for a Benefit Variety Concert
Programme exists in British Museum.
Closed & Demolished, The site was used to build a
New Underground Station.

This theatre exists only in a few playbills and a programme as above. During
the years 1887 to 1890 the Hall was used on Sundays for church services .
The French Protestant Church used it as temporary premises while their new
church was being built in Soho Square. The Church was unable to use the
Hall for weekday services because it was in regular use as a public dance hall.
There is an interesting playbill for a Benefit Concert on 25 Feb 1890. A
footnote claims “Theatres, Music Halls and Circuses will all fade into
insignificance when compared to the above mammoth programme”. Amongst
other attractions, the programme offers a mesmerist, shadowgraphs, electrical
novelties, dramatic recitals, living midgets, prestidigitation and ventriloquism.

British Library

It seems the Athenaeum Hall was only occasionally used for theatrical
purposes. There are records of a number of political meetings, especially for
the growing Socialist movement, and other events, but very little theatre use.
The Hall closed in 1906 and the building was replaced with a new
Underground Station which opened on 22 June 1907 . The station was
originally called Tottenham Court Road Station, but it changed its name to
Goodge Street Station on 3 Sept 1908 when an interchange was built between
the previously separate Northern and Central Lines at the present Tottenham
Court Road.

Classes in Irish Dancing held every Monday at the Athenaeum
(From “Living London” by G.R. Sims, published 1902 )

